
 A Love  
that Lasts



This isn’t your usual love story.



It’s the story of innate beauty, 
enduring connections and a 
natural strength that spans 
great distances. 



It’s the story of bold looks,  
infinite possibilities and  
“happily ever after”.



Chapter 1: 
The Strongest  
of Bonds

When timber sections  
are meticulously selected, 
lovingly arranged and 
glued together with 
extreme precision, a bond 
like no other is formed. 

About GLT by Hyne Timber



We use the latest laser and acoustic technologies 

to get to know our timber, scanning each log and 

uncovering its unique qualities and characteristics.

Carefully selected, cut and dried, our timber is 

finger-jointed into full-length laminates. These are 

coated with adhesive and set with a high pressure 

press, intensifying their natural strength and 

creating a lasting connection. 

Beautiful, versatile and cost-effective, GLT is 

ideal for residential, commercial and large scale 

industrial building projects. With superior thermal, 

acoustic and load-bearing properties, it’s the 

perfect companion for your project.

GLT by Hyne Timber

01

02

Inspecting pine saplings at Tuan State Forest.

Gluing in progress at our Maryborough GLT Plant.

GLT being custom cut on our CNC machine.

01:

02:

03:

03
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Technology sparks  
many modern romances.  
This one is no different. 
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Beam Profiles

END DETAILING

Don’t spare the detail. From drilling to 

slotting, scalloping to rebating, we can 

add intricate end detailing to GLT beams 

of almost any end section size. 

TAPERING

Discover new creative possibilities. We can 

taper small-to-big and big-to-small end 

section profiles, or any combination along  

the length of the beam. 

BEAM SHAPING

Unleash your artistic side. Our large-

scale CNC capabilities make light work of 

straight, curved, scalloped, variable and 

complex profiles.

CURVING

Add a new dimension to your design with 

elliptic, parabolic or tapering curves. 

Curvature is possible down to a 5m radius  

for hardwood and a 1.5m radius for pine.

A little imagination can go a 
long way. Coupled with the 
latest advances in CAD and 
CAM, our state-of-the-art CNC 
machine can profile beams in 
virtually any size and shape. 
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Chapter 2: 
The Perfect 
Match

Your taste is unique. So are our 
hardwood and softwood beams. 
Strength and agility, beauty and 
longevity – each species brings 
its own remarkable qualities to 
your project. 

Get to Know Our Timbers



There are few timbers more widely loved than pine. 

Suiting long spans and open interiors, it’s designed 

for structural and visual applications and is the  

ideal alternative to steel. Pine can be stained and 

coated in a variety of ways, making it one of the 

most versatile companions for your project.  

What’s more, it can be treated to the required 

hazard class, giving you complete freedom to use  

it indoors and out.

With superior strength, an exotic grain 

structure and vibrant colours, our hardwoods 

offer a bold design statement that can truly 

take your breath away. Exhibiting a deep, rich 

appearance, the intrinsic characteristics of 

hardwood present wonderful architectural 

opportunities for long spans and critical loads.

Meet our 
Australian Pine

Meet our Australian 
Hardwoods

In addition to its superb record for  

durability, Hyne Timber’s Spotted Gum  

Beam 21 is BAL-29 rated. Both the timber 

and gluing process safeguard against ember 

attack, burning debris and radiant heat up to 

and including 29kW/m2, making it ideal for  

bushfire prone areas.
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By partnering with leading connection  

specialists, we open up a range of cost-effective 

structural and aesthetic possibilities for designers 

and architects alike.

There is an expansive range of options  

available, from simple and elegant screw 

fasteners to custom designed dowel, metal plate 

and shear connections. With over 35 years of 

experience and our cutting edge CNC capabilities, 

we are well equipped to deliver fabrication 

and joinery solutions for diverse and complex 

applications where extreme precision is key.

A Remarkable 
Connection

Designing bespoke and  
custom detailing is one  
of our true passions.

Armidale Regional Airport, Beam 18 Portal Frame, NSW.

GLT to CLT connection.

GLT with carbon steel thread connector.

01:

02:

03:

01

02 03
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Image courtesy Rothoblaas.

Image courtesy Rothoblaas.
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Chapter 3:  
Everlasting 
Love

Chosen for its natural aesthetic 
and structural properties,  
our timber is being used  
in extraordinary ways.  
It just goes to show that with 
love, all things are possible. 

GLT in Action



ENGINEERING LEARNING HUB,

UNIVERSIT Y OF THE SUNSHINE COAST, QLD

The $37.2 million Engineering Learning Hub  

was designed by Brewster Hjorth Architects 

and constructed by Hutchinson Builders. 

The state-of-the-art complex demonstrates 

innovation fitting for the engineers of our future.

Designed with open spaces in mind, Hyne 

Timber produced the portal frame structure 

for the four-storey building using treated GLT. 

Hyne Timber’s Beam 17 was chosen because 

no other product could provide the structural 

performance and cost efficiencies that were 

needed for the long span structure and low 

profile columns. 

STELL A MARIS CATHOLIC CHURCH

MAROOCHYDORE, QLD

The Stella Maris Catholic Church embodies 

the Sunshine Coast environment – from the 

light-coloured materials and relaxed aesthetic 

to the incredible control of natural light and 

locally-crafted design details.

For centuries, buildings for peaceful  

reflection and community gathering have 

valued the use of timber for its soft, natural 

and acoustic qualities. Hyne Timber’s  

Beam 17 was specifically selected for  

its colour, strength and aesthetics while  

achieving cost efficiencies also. 

Working with Softwoods

The structural timber elements aligned 

perfectly to the steel base connections 

installed during the concrete pour. There was 

no need to re-drill any of the elements –  

every nut and bolt matched precisely.

The H3 treated tapered columns and rafter 

system was also coated by Hyne Timber.  

We have specialist staff dedicated to ensuring 

the most suitable treatment, coating products 

and maintenance schedule are used to 

maximise the durability of GLT.

The building adopted a steel roof with steel 

beams to support the shade structure.  

Timber, being a construction material of 

choice, was easily connected with the roof 

using coach screws in pre-drilled holes.

The construction technique and use of timber, 

not simply for its aesthetic qualities but for 

its structural capability, is something that 

stood out to USC’s Engineering professors and 

will serve as an example for up-and-coming 

engineering students.
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CORK MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTRE

DORRIGO, NSW

Dorrigo’s Cork Memorial Medical Centre  

is an exquisite example of the synergy  

between environmental sustainability  

and the architectural beauty of timber.  

The environmentally friendly components  

of this remarkable building extend from the 

use of timber and other natural materials in 

the design and construction, to its power, 

heating, and sewage systems.

Using Hyne Timber’s Beam 21, the three curved 

beams, each measuring 36.6m in length, make 

up the key structural element of the building 

which was designed to complement the shape 

of the surrounding landscape.

FOREST SKY PIER

COFFS HARBOUR, NSW

The Forest Sky Pier at Sealy Lookout is Coffs 

Harbour’s first eco-certified tourist attraction 

and receives over 100,000 visitors each year. 

Cantilevered off the edge of Sealy Lookout in 

Orara East State Forest, the Forest Sky Pier 

provides panoramic views over the Coffs  

Coast and hinterland, projecting almost  

22m out over the rainforest, 15m above the  

forest canopy.

Hyne Timber was involved early on in the 

design process and worked closely with 

engineer John Tozer to offer specific advice 

on the most durable building materials and 

connection design for the bushfire prone area. 

Hyne Timber’s Spotted Gum Beam 21 was chosen 

for its BAL-29 fire rating, and its superior strength 

and stiffness. The project is a showcase of how 

steel and timber can be used in combination to 

bring dramatic presence to a site, while meeting 

challenging structural and safety requirements. 

Large section GLT beams (485x85mm) made from 

Chain of Custody certified Queensland hardwood 

are supported by an innovative stainless steel 

cable structure. The combination of charcoal 

coloured steel, natural timber and stainless steel 

cables provides a striking example of how these 

elements can be integrated into a single structure.

Produced within four weeks at Hyne Timber’s 

GLT Plant in Maryborough, the beams were 

easily transported in four equal parts,  

and were prefabricated with their  

connections either supplied or already 

attached. They simply required lifting into 

place onsite and the structure was complete.

The curved beams demonstrated in the Cork 

Memorial Medical Centre can be produced 

with a curvature down to a 5m radius for the 

more creative and unique designs featuring  

a soft, arch style finish.
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Working with Hardwoods



Chapter 4: 
Better 
Together

At the heart of every great 
relationship is communication. 
At Hyne Timber, we work  
hand-in-hand with you through 
the design, engineering and 
construction journey. 

Working with Hyne Timber



Collaborating with our passionate team, 

you’ll get to know the intricacies of working 

with timber and how it will impact the 

planning, processes and outcomes of  

your project.

While we don’t suggest ignoring the laws 

of physics, we do encourage pushing 

the boundaries. With our engineering 

and design support, you’ll have the full 

confidence of knowing our products can 

rise to any challenge.

We understand that connections can have 

a significant impact on the look and feel of 

a space. We work with you from the start to 

detail all connections and finishes, ensuring 

they complement your creative vision.

Reduce the time and cost of on-site 

construction. We deliver off-site services 

including pre-fixed connection points,  

pre-coated members and pre-cut slots, 

notches and recesses, just to name a few. 

Gravity and your imagination are the only limits.

We’ll help bridge the gap between your 

aesthetic and structural needs without 

compromise. We can offer advice on the  

most suitable species for strength,  

durability and fire safety. 

To make life easier, we can provide you with 

preliminary cost proposals during the design 

and development phase, estimates for quantity 

surveyors and tender documents, as well as 

budget proposals during the final tender and 

construction budget process.

In addition to being the only company 

that provides BIM content and .IFC files 

for Australian graded GLT, we offer shop 

detailing services including PDFs, 2D and 

3D models.

All Hyne Timber GLT beams are supplied 

hand wrapped and we’re ready, willing  

and able to discuss all your transport and 

lifting needs. We can also help you with 

industry best practice installation. 
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Conceptual Design 
Assistance

Technical  
Timber Advice

Design Engineering  
for Connections

Shop Detailing  
and 3D Models

Building Design and 
Development Assistance

Estimates, Budgeting 
and Tender Pricing

Prefabrication 
Services

Installation  
Advice

Our technical support team can 
make all the difference, offering 
practical design advice and  
peace-of-mind at any stage.



We’re committed. Not only to our 
timber, but to a drive towards 
sustainable materials and practices. 
If you love the planet, you’ll love 
that all of our softwoods and 
hardwoods are sourced from 
sustainably managed forests.

For six generations, the Hyne name has been 

synonymous with timber. Our reputation for 

quality was established by R.M. Hyne. It was 

his long term thinking that helped establish 

Queensland’s first Department of Forestry and 

saw the creation of some of our nation’s first 

plantation crops.

We’ve  
Got History

For Hyne Timber, sustainable development 

is about ensuring we contribute lasting 

benefits to society by considering the 

social, environmental, ethical and economic 

aspects of all that we do. That’s why we 

remain devoted to nature’s most enduring 

building material.

Rekindle Your  
Romance with Nature

Responsibly sourced, certified timber helps 

to tackle climate change. It’s renewable, 

recyclable, waste efficient, biodegradable, 

non-toxic and it locks carbon away.  

These environmental credentials secure our 

future and help to protect our environment  

for future generations.
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This isn’t the end of the story. 
It’s just the beginning. 



With exceptional strength, 
structure and beauty, and a 
lifetime commitment from 
Hyne Timber, our GLT is the 
ideal choice for your project.



Let’s Make Love



‘S’ MARK CERTIFICATION

At Hyne Timber we craft 

for durability and our 

promise is just as strong 

as our product. Values of 

integrity, dependability and 

accountability underpin our 

business and that’s why we’ve 

had our products certified by 

an independent third-party.

Don’t Just Take  
Our Word for It

Our industry leading GLT 

is independently ‘S’ Mark 

certified providing our 

customers with added 

assurance of quality and 

consistency, proof our GLT 

is audited and certified to  

the applicable standard,  

AS/NZS 1328.1:1998.

PHONE:

1300 304 963

HEAD OFFICE:

160 Kent Street, 

Maryborough, 

QLD, AUS, 4650

Comprehensive 
Warranty

MANUFACTURING STANDARDS 

Hyne Timber’s range of 

GLT beam products are 

manufactured to applicable 

standards under AS/

NZS 1328.1:1998. Detailed 

descriptions, properties, size 

ranges, treatment options 

and identification tools are 

provided at hyne.com.au

PRODUCTS WARRANTED

All Hyne Timber GLT products 

are covered by warranty. 

When correctly designed, 

specified, detailed, installed 

and maintained; Hyne Timber 

products and components 

are guaranteed to perform 

their intended function for the 

design life of that component. 

TERMS OF WARRANT Y

These are available online and 

provided with our products when 

they are supplied. For further 

information on design, damaged 

or defective products, voiding 

of warranty and limitations, or to 

make a claim, please refer to the 

Hyne Timber Product Warranty 

Statement, which is available at 

hyne.com.au

EMAIL:

info@hyne.com.au

ONLINE:

hyne.com.au

OPENING HOURS:

7.30am – 4.00pm 

weekdays

We have more than 
35 years’ experience 
designing and fabricating  
GLT products.

Get in touch with our team for practical 
design and specification advice.
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